
Warm up with these harmonics: the small circle over the top note means your fingers should be in

the shape of the diamond-head notes, but your breath should achieve the higher note printed. At

first you might find a lot of air is needed (especially to get top Eb), but the real benefit of this 

comes from developing an ability to play the top notes with control e.g. rela!vely quietly, and with 

core support rather than just "brute force."
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Long notes next. If you're looking for inspira!on, you need look no further than Marcel Moyse, the idea

of his 'Sonorite' exercises and the amazing progress you'll make on your tone if you warm-up with these

in every session. Once you've played all the chroma!c pairs (each repeated) to the bo.om, go back to

the star!ng note and do the same thing again, but in groups of three notes (then four, five etc.). Tip: this

is all about listening and reac!ng.
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Finally for this month, we're onto Fast Finger Control. What's not important here is the speed. What is of 

importance are the slurs, listening out that there are no "bumps" between notes and that the fingers move

evenly in rhythm. I suggest you start slowly - maybe make a note of your first metronome speed - and try 

and take good prac!ce into a faster tempo when you can be absolutely sure you have everything under 

control.
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